Create your first Google Ads account with us, you will get Ad’s Credit of "$ 500" (depending on your country) in your google ads account upon spending $500 in the next 60 days.

There are multiple promotional credits offered by Google in terms of Google Ads. The credit in this promotion will be auto-applied (you don’t have to manually enter any code). Promotion credit is automatically applied anywhere between the 1st and 14th days since the first impression on the account. The amount spent in the 1st 60 days (from the 1st impression date) will count towards the amount that will be matched by Google (up to the limit specified)

Learn more on Promotional Credits by Google.

Google’s T&C
T&Cs by Countries

How can you check the progress of the Promotional Credits?

To see how close you are to earning your credit, visit the Promotions page in your account. It's updated every few hours. You'll be able to quickly check your progress and the status of any credit, and see your completed or expired promotions. Here’s how to get there:
1. Sign in to your Google Ads account.
2. Click the tools icon, and under “Billing,” select Promotions.
3. On the “Promotions” page, you'll see all promotional codes added to your Google Ads account and the related amounts and statuses, including the following:
   - **Active**: Reward associated with a coupon has been granted.
   - **Redeemed**: currently earning: The coupon was successfully redeemed, but the spend requirement (such as “Spend $25, get $50”) hasn't been met yet.
   - **Processing**: Spend requirements (such as “Spend $25, get $50”) have been met and our system is processing the granted reward amount.
   - **Expired**: Coupon expired after redemption and before the spend requirement was met.
   - **Invalidated**: The coupon was invalid/invalidated.